Abstract-This paper proposes an original set-membership approach for loop detection of mobile robots in the situation where proprioceptive sensors only are available. To detect loops, the new concepts of t-plane (which is a two dimensional space with time coordinates) is introduced. Interval of functions (or tubes) are then used to represent uncertain trajectories and tests are provided in order to elimate parts of the tplane that do not correspond to any loop. An experiment with an actual underwater robot is proposed in order to illustrate the principle and the efficiency of the approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Creating loops and detecting them is an important topic for exploration [19] and SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) problems [21] where autonomous robots moving in an unknown environment have to build a map of this environment while simultaneously using this map to compute its location [15] , [2] . When the pose of the robot p (t) is perfectly known, loop detection amounts to finding all t1 and t2 such that p (t1) = p (t2), with t1 = t2. Now, to prove the injectivity of a function, say f (x), we generally search for the set of all pairs (x 1 , x 2 ) such that f (x 1 ) = f (x 2 ) with x1 = x2. If the resulting set is empty, then the function f is proved to be injective. As a consequence, loop detection is close to the injectivity checking problem. In the control community, proving the injectivity has mainly been studied for idenfiability analysis (see, e.g., [4] ) using computer algebra [26] or numerical methods [5] , [18] based on interval analysis. For our loop detection problem, proving the injectivity is even more difficult because the trajectory of the robot is badly known. The injectivity approach should then be adapted to take into account this uncertainty. This paper deals with loop detection in the case where the robot is only able to measure its velocity vector (which can be obtained from odometers, for instance) with a known bounded error [23] . This detection is made possible by introducing the new concept of t-plane which contains pairs of times of the form (t 1 , t 2 ). A research on this t-plane with appropriate tests is proposed in order to characterize the set of all feasible loops.
Classically, SLAM techniques [28] use exteroceptive sensors only (such as lidars or cameras) to detect loops and then exploit the potential loop closures to get a better estimate of the trajectory. However, even if we are able to detect loops with proprioceptive sensors only, this detection cannot be used to refine the trajectory. Solving the problem of characterizing the set of all loops consistent with proprioceptive sensors, as treated in this paper, can help any conventional SLAM method by reducing the number of correspondences to be checked. Moreover, it can also be used to limit the number of false loop detections performed by classical SLAM approaches: a loop should now be consistent with both proprioceptive and exteroceptive observations. The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the loop detection problem and introduces the notion of t-space. Section III presents the basic notions on intervals and tubes. These notions will be used by Section IV in order to build interval tests able to classify boxes covering the t-plane. Section V presents the algorithm for loop . Left: t-plane, with three loops composing T * ; Right: trajectory of the robot with two small loops (t 1 , t 2 ) , (t 4 , t 5 ) and one complex loop (t 3 , t 6 ).
detections. A test-case related to an actual experiment is described on Section VI and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. PROPRIOCEPTIVE LOOP DETECTION
Consider a robot (AUV, car, etc.) moving on an horizontal plane. Denote by v (t) ∈ R 2 its velocity vector which is assumed to be measured. The time t belongs to the interval [0, tmax] associated to the duration of the mission. Define the function
which corresponds to the position of the robot's center on a frame, the origin of which corresponds to p (0). The two components of p are denoted by (x, y). Define the loop set as
or equivalently Figure 1 presents a robot which performs a single loop. The set T * has thus a single element which corresponds to t = (t1, t2). A vector t = (t1, t2) is called a t-pair. The set of all t-pairs is called the t-plane (see Figure 2 ). For convenience, a t-pair in T * will often be called a loop. Let us consider two loops t a = (t
, or equivalently, if t a is inside the right-bottom quarter with vertex t b , then we say that the loop t b encircles the loop t a . In the t-plane, t is a small loop if it encircles no other loop. Otherwise, it is a complex loop (i.e., a complex loop encircles some other loops). Assume that the robot is only able to measure the speed vector v with a known bounded error, i.e., a box
where [v] is an interval of functions (or tube) as defined on Section III. The set T encloses T * . The main contribution of the paper is to provide an algorithm that is able to find an inner and outer subpaving approximation of the set T in this machine interval experiment [27] for loop detection. The algorithm will also be able to detect the number of loops by counting the number of elements of T * .
III. INTERVALS AND TUBES
Interval analysis [24] , [6] is composed of a set of numerical methods that make it possible to solve nonlinear problems such as localization [9] , SLAM [10] , path planning [8] , control [22] or state estimation [1] . The unknown variables could be Boolean numbers, integers, real numbers or functions. This section first introduces the notion of intervals in its more general form. Then, it presents the notion of tubes (or interval functions) and integrals of tubes that will be used later to solve our loop detection problem.
A. Lattices
A lattice (E, ≤) is a partially ordered set, closed under least upper and greatest lower bounds (see [7] , for more details). The least upper bound (or supremum) of x and y is called the join and is denoted by x ∨ y. The greatest lower bound (or infimum) is called the meet and is written as x ∧ y.
Example. The set R n is a lattice with respect to the partial order relation given by x ≤ y ⇔ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} , xi ≤ yi. We have x ∧ y = (x 1 ∧ y 1 , . . . , x n ∧ y n ) and x ∨ y = (x 1 ∨ y 1 , . . . , x n ∨ y n ), where xi ∧ yi = min (xi, yi) and xi ∨ yi = max (xi, yi) .
A lattice E is complete if for all (finite of infinite) subsets A of E, the least upper bound (denoted ∧A) and the greatest lower bound (denoted ∨A) belong to E. When a lattice E is not complete, it is possible to add new elements (corresponding the supremum or infimum of E) to make it complete. For instance, the set R is not a complete lattice whereas R = R ∪ {−∞, ∞} is. By convention, for the empty set, we set ∧∅ = ∨E and ∨∅ = ∧E. The product of two lattices (E1, ≤1) and (E2, ≤2) is the lattice (E, ≤) defined as the set of all (a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ E 1 × E 2 with the order relation (a 1 , a 2 ) ≤ (b1, b2) ⇔ ((a1 ≤1 b1) and (a2 ≤2 b2)) .
B. Intervals
Both ∅ and E are intervals of E. An interval is a sub-lattice of E. The set of all intervals of E is denoted by IE. An interval [x] of E will also be denoted by 
C. Tubes
We now introduce the notion of tubes that will be used for solving our loop closure problem. The set F n of all functions from R tō R n is a complete lattice with the following partial order x ≤ y ⇔ ∀t ∈ R, x(t) ≤ y(t). A tube [x] (see, e.g., [20] [16] ) is an interval
The set of all tubes of F n is denoted by IF n .
An element x of F n belongs to the tube Interval evaluation of a tube. If x is a function from R to R
[x] (t) ,
i.e., [x] ([t]) is the smallest box which encloses all boxes
, and that no box smaller than [x] ([t]) satisfies this property.
Fast interval evaluation. As it will be the case in this paper, many interval evaluations of the tube [x] are required. In such a situation an efficient strategy is to compute for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the set T . Tube arithmetic. We can extend some classical operations we have on functions of F n , such as sums, multiplication, image by a function, . . . to tubes [20] . It suffices to use the classical notion of interval arithmetic and inclusion functions [24] for all t. An arithmetic on tubes is thus a direct extension of interval arithmetic. As it is the case for interval computation, the result of an operation on tubes contains all results of the same operation performed on the enclosed elements of F n . Note that there also exist some techniques for the satisfaction of a state equations [25] [11] that can be included in this arithmetic.
Integrals of tubes. Consider two numbers t1, t2 such that t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0. The integral of a tube [x] over an interval [t1, t2] is defined by
From the definition of tube integrals, we have
Moreover, the interval primitive defined by t 0
[x] (τ ) dτ defines a tube that vanishes for t = 0.
Integrals with interval bounds. Assume now that the positive bounds t1, t2 of the interval [t1, t2] are uncertain, or more precisely, we only know that t1, t2 belong to the intervals [t1] , [t2]. The following theorem makes it possible to compute the smallest interval which encloses all feasible values for the integral
To the best of our knowledge, this theorem is proposed here for the first time.
Theorem 1. Consider a function x from R → R n and t1, t2 ∈ R.
. Then the smallest box which encloses all feasible values for
where
. Proof. Consider the ith component of the integral and let us try to find its lower bound z − i . It is given by
Since the integral operator is monotonic, the optimal contribution of function xi is obtained for 
Since t1 and t2 occur only once in the expression y 
From Theorem 1, we have Since for our example both bounds y − (t) , y + (t) are increasing, we have
Thus [12, 50] . , 50 . Figure 4 illustrates that for unknown t 1 , t 2 , x, we have
Note also that for this particular case,
Fast evaluation of interval integrals. Assume that we have to compute the interval integral
[x] (τ ) dτ for many different intervals [t1] and [t2] (as it will be the case latter in this paper to solve the loop detection problem). We first compute the interval primitive
Since [y] (t) does not depend on [t 1 ] and [t 2 ], the calculus has to be performed only once. In a second step we to compute fast evaluations of y
. Finally, the optimal interval integral is obtained from the formula (6).
D. Newton operator
Consider a smooth function f : R n → R n and denote by J f its Jacobian matrix. The Newton operator [24] is the operator from IR n to IR n defined by
where [J f ] is an inclusion function of J f and where x is the center of [x]. We know from Moore [24] that
where ∃! means 'there exists a unique'. For some applications (as it will be the case for our loop detection problem), f is not exactly known, but only a thick inclusion function [f ] of f is available. In such a case, since f ∈ [f ], we obviously have
. Equivalently, we could write
IV. TESTS
The loop set T * is composed of a finite set of points of the t-plane. The set T of all feasible t, defined by (4) 
A. Integral test

Proposition 1. Given a t-box [t] = [t1] × [t2], we have
and
Proof. From (4), t ∈ T if and only if
(i) t1 − t2 < 0 and (ii) ∃v ∈ [v], v − 1 (τ )dτ ≤ 0 and t 2 t 1 v + 1 (τ )dτ ≥ 0 t 2 t 1 v − 2 (τ )dτ ≤ 0 and t 2 t 1 v + 2 (τ )dτ ≥ 0 ⇔ t 2 t 1 v − (τ )dτ < 0, t 2 t 1 v + (τ )dτ > 0.
B. Injectivity test
the integral test will not be able to reject a tbox, even if it has a small width. Now, if inside the interval t − 1 , t + 2 , the function p(t) as defined by (1) is injective, we will not be able to find t1 ∈ [t1] and t2 ∈ [t2] such that p(t1) = p(t2). And thus the box [t 1 ] ×[t 2 ] will be outside T. The following proposition, based on this local injectivity condition, will be used to possibly reject such t-boxes.
Proposition 2. Given a t-box
Proof. In order to show the theorem by contradiction, let us
The function q (t) = t 0 v (τ ) dτ , (see (1)) is differentiable with respect to t. We can thus apply the generalized mean value theorem [17] on the interval t
denotes any box enclosing the set
. Now, from (7), we have q (t2)−q (t1) = 0 and dq dt (t) = v (t). Thus (8) 
C. Newton test
Using the Newton test for proving unicity properties in the context of dynamical systems has been first proposed by [29] to prove the existence of Lorenz attractor. t 2 ) . The Newton operator can prove that there exists a unique t ∈ [t] which belongs to T * . More precisely, from Subsection III-D, we have
Proposition 3. Given a t-box
the Newton operator to be used is
, then there exists a unique t-pair (t1, t2) ∈ [t] that belongs to T * .
Remark. Even if the Newton test
encloses an infinite number of elements. Now, for all feasible velocity functions v ∈ [v], the set
has a unique element. This is also the case for the true v, since it belongs to [v] . As a consequence, the Newton test proves that there exists a single loop corresponding to [t], even if there exist an infinite number of feasible loops.
D. Summary
Given a t-box [t], a t-pairt ∈ [t], we have the following tests
V. ALGORITHM The algorithm to be proposed to characterize the set T * is a branch and bound algorithm similar to SIVIA (Set Inverter Via Interval Analysis) [13] . The main idea of the algorithm is to partition the t-plane with non overlapping boxes and to classify all boxes using the tests developed in Section IV. The input of the algorithm is the tube [v] , the accuracy ε and the duration of the mission tmax. The algorithm returns three subpavings (i.e., union of boxes): T in which encloses boxes [t] which have been proved to be inside T; T out which encloses [t] which are outside T and T ? which contains small boxes [t] for which nothing is known. The algorithm is given by Table I . Step 1, the list Q is initialized with a single box which corresponds to the search box in the t-plane. At Step 2, a t-box is taken from Q, if Q is non-empty. If the list is empty, the algorithm terminates. Steps 3 and 4 try to show that the current t-box [t] is outside or inside T using the tests developed in Section IV. If one of the tests succeeds, another box is taken in the list Q at Step 2. If the current t-box [t] is too small, the algorithm stores it into T ? at Step 5 and [t] will not be bisected anymore. If all tests failed and if [t] is still large enough, it is bisected at Step 6 into two boxes that are stored in the current list Q. When the algorithm terminates, we have [14] T
To detect loops, we take all boxes [t] stored inside T in . Then, we apply an epsilon-inflation [24] , and we apply the Newton test presented on Section IV-C. All boxes [t] for which the Newton test succeeds are stored inside a list T N . Note that without the epsilon inflation the Newton test would always fail. Now, this inflation generates overlapping boxes corresponding to identical loops. These redundant detections could be deleted by replacing all pairs 
VI. TESTCASE
Consider an underwater robot moving on an horizontal plane described by the following state equationṡ
where (ux, uy) T are the coordinates of the robot speed in the robot frame and ψ is the heading angle. The initial position p (0) corresponds to the origin of the frame. Only ux, uy, ψ are measured and we assume that tubes [u x ] , [u y ] , [ψ] are available. Using interval arithmetic, we can thus get a tube [v] for v. Consider for instance an experiment described in [12] where the robot to be considered (see Figure 5 ) is a mine hunter, named Redermor. The robot moves on an horizontal plane 20 meters deep and the duration of the mission 
where ( u x , u y ) denotes the speed returned by the loch-Doppler (Workhorse Navigator Doppler Velocity Log). Ifψ is the heading (in radian) returned by our gyrocompass (Octans III from IXSEA), then the actual heading should satisfy ψ ∈ψ ± 0.00527. Using an interval integration, we get the tube t 0
[v] (τ ) dτ of Figure 6 . Note that since only proprioceptive sensors are assumed to be available, the size of the boxes increases with time. The black curve represents an estimation of the true trajectory obtained by a Kalman smoother which exteroceptive sensors that are not assumed to be available for our loop detection. The two black points correspond to the initial and final pose of the robot. The algorithm LOOP described in Table  I generates the approximation of Figure 7 in less than 2 minutes (for a mission of two hours) with a conventional laptop. The dashed line corresponds to the no-delay line t2 − t1 = 0. All loops at the neighborhood of this line correspond to small loops. They are all easily detected with a good accuracy even if t1, t2 are large. The Newton test has proved the existence and uniqueness of a loop for 14 disjoint t-boxes which are in black in Figure 7 . It means that we have been able to prove the existence of at least 14 loops, whereas there exist 28 loops on the trajectory estimated by the Kalman smoother. Most of these 14 t-boxes are small and near the no-delay line. Only the largest boxes can be seen, as for instance [t a ],[t b ] and [t c ]. Since all boxes on the right and below [tc] are inside T out , we can conclude that the corresponding loop is a small loop. In the same manner, we can also conclude that [tb] is a complex loop which encloses the small loop corresponding to [t c ]. A spacial approximation of these 14 detected loops is represented by the thick gray/black crosses of Figure 6 . The three black crosses correspond to loops ta, t b , and t c . The black circle of Figure 7 shows a tiny connected components of T enclosed by a t-box for which the Newton test succeeds. A zoom around this feasible zone is depicted on Figure 8 . The darkgrey, lightgrey and white boxes belong to T in , T out and T ? , respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that the union of all white and darkgrey boxes of Figure 8 contains exactly one loop (t1, t2). The QT-C++ program with all data and source codes are made available at [3] .
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a new method to detect and localize loops made by a robot during a mission using proprioceptive sensors only. It is only assumed that the robot moves on a 2D environment and that velocity of the robot is known with an error that can be bounded. This is different from the existing loop detection approaches in SLAM [15] [2] which mainly work outs the common features observed from similar points in the scene so that a more accurate estimation of the robot trajectory can be obtained. Since the presented approach does not use scene observations, even if it detects loops it is not able to refine the trajectory envelope. However, our method can help classical SLAM techniques by selecting only t-pairs that are consistent with proprioceptive measurements. This decreases the computing burden of the scene-based loop detection and reduces the number of false detections. Moreover, this paper has presented an original formalization of the loop detection problem using the new notion of t-space. The introduction of the new concept of integral with interval bounds has made it possible to develop inclusion tests that have been used for the characterization of the set of all feasible loops. The efficiency of the method has been demonstrated on an actual experiment where an underwater robot has performed a mission of two hours with many loops (28 for the estimated trajectory).
